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Introduction
Value of statistical life (VOSL) is often used in cost-benefit analyses of policies to value potential effects on individual health and safety (Viscusi and Aldy, 2003) . Because no explicit market exists for such goods as safety, VOSL can be indirectly derived using revealed preference (RP) methods, 1 or stated preference (SP) methods. In this paper, we shall concentrate on the SP methods, where by means of surveys individuals at risk are asked to indicate their willingness to pay (WTP) for a small safety improvement, or willingness to accept compensation (WTA) for some small increase in risk. A vast literature is devoted to discussion of the pros and cons of these methods (see for example discussions in Hanley et al., 1998; and Carson and Groves, 2007) . One of the major remaining issues is how well the elicitation of preferences can reflect 'true' underlying values.
Among various SP techniques, discrete choice modeling (DCM) in particular has become popular in non-market good valuation in the past couple of decades. It is being increasingly used not only in marketing and transport studies, but also in areas of environmental good valuation and health economics. In other areas, such as hazard analysis, it remains a relatively infrequently used tool. Some of the few examples known to the authors are found in valuation of flood risk (Zhai and Ikeda, 2006; Bočkarjova et al., 2010) , risk of avalanches (Leiter and Pruckner, 2006) and air pollution (Vassanadumrongdee and Matsuoka, 2005) .
SP methods, as perhaps every inference method, have their weaknesses. An increasing amount of literature is being devoted to the issue of biases. One of these is scale sensitivity of WTP to the changes in the valued risk (in the fields of contingent valuation and conjoint valuation, see Hammit and Graham, 1999; Leiter and Pruckner, 2006) . Further, effects of complexity of choice experiment are given attention (DeShazo and Fermo, 2002) , as well as effects of the types of good valued -e.g. public vs private (Kahneman and Knetsch, 1992; Johannesson et al., 1996) . Other biases include hypothetical bias (Svensson, 2009) , payment vehicle (Hackl and Pruckner, 2005) , information bias, interviewer bias, nonresponse bias, protest behaviour bias, strategic bias, symbolic bias, part-whole bias, yeahsaying bias, and reference point bias (see for example de Blaeij, 2003) . With this paper, we wish to explore one of the biases pertaining to elicitation of individual preferences with SP methods that should bring us another step closer to answering the more general question of how accurate the obtained valuations are. In particular, we wish to know whether scope sensitivity would be present for the case when multiple risks related to a single event are valued. This is a new subject in hazard analysis; its results will not only be relevant for environmental good valuation or hazard research but also in health studies where DCM's are being increasingly used.
The issue of valuation of correlated risks is not yet extensively discussed in the valuation literature (perhaps except for the cases when it falls under analysis of choice complexity where multiple attributes are shown to have impact on risk valuation). Risks that are related to the same event (like risks of fatal and non-fatal injury due to a calamity) can be seen as "variety of the same commodity that is being valued" 2 and thus can be conceptually interpreted as an instance of scope bias, which is in turn well-known from the environmental valuation literature (Kahneman and Knetsch, 1992) . We suspect that when correlated risks are present, VOSL is confounded if valued alone. In particular, in the case of flood calamity, we suppose that due to embedding of risks, respondents might implicitly value all immaterial risks connected to flooding in general when only fatal incidents are presented in a stated choice experiment, and value 'pure' VOSL when other risks are explicitly distinguished as well. So, a non-confounded (lower) valuation fatality risk (VOSL) would be expected in an experimental setting where other risks to live and limb connected to flooding are presented, such as evacuation and injury.
We analyse risk valuations from respondents in a 'test group' who have completed two sequential choice experiments to explore the presence of scope effects, and compare these results to these from respondents in a 'reference group', who have also completed two choice experiments, one of which was shared with the test group. This allows us to control for other possible effects connected to the experimental setting, such as type of good valued (public vs private), number of choice attribute valued, and the sensitivity to the scale of choice attributes (here: valued differences of the risk and the monetary attributes). Other biases, if present, should be expected to be the same among all our respondents, as the choice experiments in our study share such common elements as time of survey conduction, explanation of actual risk preceding the experiments, form of the choice cards, and the structure of the rest of the questionnaire. Literature offers context analyses for contingent valuation studies (see for example Andersson and Svensson, 2008) ; however, to our knowledge, this is a first study that provides such systematic analysis within conjoint analysis with a focus on scope (i.e., the valuation of correlated risks).
Another lead that we wish to pursue in this paper is the role of cognition, which has been studied both in the context of choice behavior (like Wierstra et al., 2001; Andersson and Svensson, 2008; Campbell et al., 2008) , and for health-related behavior (like Auld and Sidhu, 2005; Cutler and Lleras-Muney, 2010) . Notably, both types of studies have shown that cognitive ability is a significant determinant of individual behavior. In this paper, we intend to explore the relation between the stability of risk valuation and cognition of respondents: does higher cognitive ability lead to estimates that are less sensitive to the presence of related risks?
The paper is organized as follows: we shall first review economic valuation literature on the topics of experimental design and scope sensitivity. We shall then proceed with the description of the choice experiments and the methodology to be used. Next follows a description of data, and the analysis of results. Finally, conclusions and implications for research and practice are provided.
Literature overview and focus of the study
Measurement of genuine preferences, and eliciting true willingness to pay can be a daunting task due to all sorts of biases. An abundant literature addresses such biases in the field of contingent valuation; also studies on biases in DCM are growing in number as the method is being increasingly used in various contexts. Biases undermine the robustness and in some cases even the validity of valuations, as well as impede comparability of estimates obtained across different studies. Overly simplistically, the bottom line is that eliciting individual preferences with stated preferences methods is a complicated task where more or less 'everything matters' (see Reed Johnson, 2006; echoed by Hensher, 2010) .
Two recent reviews of the state of research in DCM are important in the light of our research. Louviere and Lancsar (2009) , as well as Hoyos (2010) , sketch a general line of development in DCM research in the field of health risk valuation (which has its own valuation record; to name a few: O'Conor and Blomquist, 1997; Olsen and Donaldson, 1998; Lancsar et al., 2007; Bellavance et al., 2009 ). Essentially, a main message in the two review papers is that the quality of estimates based on DCM is much dependent on the experimental design (in the broad sense) and the cognitive ability of respondents to process the information provided in a questionnaire, and ultimately to translate that into appropriate choices. 3 The roles of the experimental design on the one hand, and cognitive abilities requested from respondents on the other hand, thus need to be studied in more detail in choice experiments. Hensher (2006b) presents an attempt at a systematic empirical analysis of the impact of different design features on the WTP estimates (considering number of choice sets, number of alternatives in the choice sets, number of attributes per alternative, number of levels of each attribute and the range of attribute levels), which is important for considerations on statistical design behind choice experiments and WTP comparisons across choice experiments. Notably, he concludes that controlling for all design features, no systematic differences in WTP estimates are found due to a specific design dimension; however, when analysed separately, differences in aggregate mean WTP are found to be due to differences in the number of attributes per alternative and the number of alternatives in a choice set.
Two other papers, Foster and Mourato (2003) and Goldberg and Roosen (2007) , focus on the theme of scope and scale in the context of environmental good valuation and in health risk reduction, and compare estimates obtained with the contingent valuation method to estimates from choice experiments. Both papers conclude that scope insensitivity problems of WTP persist in DCM, although the method possesses important advantages over the contingent valuation format.
It is important to note, just as other authors did (inter alios, Goldberg and Roosen, 2007; Svensson, 2009) , that the terms scale, scope, embedding and nesting are often used loosely synonymously in the valuation literature, and therefore need to be clearly defined here. Similar to Norinder et al. (2001) , we shall use scale sensitivity, perhaps taken most literally, to refer to a sensitivity of VOSL to the extent of change in a choice attribute, such as improvement in a single risk or change in tax to be paid. Scope sensitivity, rather, has to do with the extent of an alternative, and is therefore related to nesting or embedding. So, we shall use scope sensitivity as sensitivity of VOSL to the extent of the valued commodity, such as multiple risks related to the same event (in our case, an expected flood event bears risks of fatal or non-fatal injury, and a risk of preventive evacuation). In order to keep the distinction clear, we shall thus refer to the two terms as sensitivity to the scale of choice attributes and sensitivity to the scope of the valued good, respectively. In this paper, we put most emphasis on the analysis of scope. In addition, we shall explore the effect of cognition via the education level and age on the robustness of risk valuation obtained in multiple choice experiments.
The issue of the cognitive burden that is put on respondents when they are asked to fill out choice experiments, and how different respondents go about, is one of the intriguing issues in DCM. On the one hand, the valuation literature provides evidence (de Palma et al., 1994; Hensher, 2006a) that in order to simplify the complexity of considering all choice attributes, some respondents take 'shortcuts' by ignoring one or more of the attributes and so make trade-offs based on only one part of the presented information. To illuminate this, some researchers have been using debriefing questions after the choice experiments, asking respondents about the way choices were made (Campbell et al., 2008) . Alternatively, other researchers use modelling tools to account for attribute nonattendance (see Hensher, 2009; Scarpa et al., 2010; Hess and Hensher, 2010) . The problem that we have at hand is just the opposite: we hypothesize that some respondents do not ignore some of the choice attributes, but rather implicitly include additional attributes when making trade-offs. In particular, when we offer to value improvements only in fatal risk due to flooding, some respondents might also account for other risks connected to a flood event, such as risks of a non-fatal injury or evacuation. The reason for these confounded valuations might lie in cognition: floods might be perceived by some respondents as events that bring about multiple risks with multiple consequences, from which they fail to separate the risk of fatality for a valuation exercise within a particular choice experiment. We shall use age and education to control for cognitive ability of respondents when testing for the sensitivity of VOSL to the scope of valued risks across the various sub-groups.
We find that in earlier literature, the topic of cognition has already taken an important place in the research agenda, and is coupled both to education and age. The relation between cognitive abilities and the level of education is perhaps the more intuitive one. So, Auld and Sidhu (2005) and Cutler and Lleras-Muney (2010) explore the relation between the amount of schooling, cognition and behaviour, where the latter conclude that education raises cognition, which in turn improves behavioral performance. On the other hand, an extensive medical literature covers the issue of the relation between cognition and ageing. So, a general observation is that "as we age, our brains undergo a series of deleterious changes" (Cabeza et al., 2002 (Cabeza et al., , p.1394 , that cognitive measures share substantial portions of age-related variance (Verhaeghen and Salthouse, 1997; Allaire and Marsiske, 1999) and that a gradual age-related deterioration is found for a number of measured cognitive tasks (Bäckman et al., 2000) . Other evidence exists on the negative age differences in sensory performance that brings about the ageing of complex cognition (Baltes and Lindenberger, 1997) . In particular, the processing-speed theory postulates that increased age is associated with a slower speed of performing many activities, which in turn leads to impairments in cognitive functioning (Salthouse, 1996) . Similar findings on deficiencies in short-term memory that are found to be most predictive of age differences in higher level cognition are presented by McCabe and Hartman (2008) .
We find vast evidence in neuropsychological literature on the relation between age and cognition. This relation is however everything but linear: cognitive ageing cannot be simplified to a general process of progressive mental loss (Reuter-Lorenz, 2002) . In-depth research has shown that various tested cognitive domains resemble various degrees (or even none) of age-dependent cognitive decline (Ardila et al., 2000; and Bopp and Verhaeghen, 2007) . Also, the elderly population is not homogeneous in cognitive digression; rather, they consist of high-and low-performing older adults. High-performers of senior age are characterized by the presence of multiple mechanisms that counteract brain degradation, and these processes are responsible for their performance in cognitive tasks that is comparable to that of young adults (Cabeza et al., 2002) . Finally, there exists a complex relationship between age-related cognitive decline and education, where different patterns may be found depending upon a specified cognitive domain (Ardila et al., 2000) .
In the economic valuation literature, age-related VOSL patterns have extensively been studied, see Alberini et al. (2004 and , Krupnick (2007) , Kim et al. (2009 ), Cameron et al. (2010b . There is, however, little evidence on the age-related stability of VOSL valuations. This paper will thus enrich existing economic valuation literature by exploring age and education effects on the robustness of risk valuation across different choice experimental contexts. Basically, we shall take age and education as a shorthand for cognition, with a gross assumption that, on average, cognitive ability decreases with age and increases with the level of education. 4
Description of choice experiments and the sample
The data for the choice experiments was collected by means of an internet-based questionnaire. We have approached only those people who live in flood-prone areas and thus run some risk of dying in flooding. The survey was administered in four flood prone areas in the Netherlands in the fall of 2008. Respondents in our sample were part of TNS NIPO internet panel, and were representative in terms of demographic characteristics for each of the four areas present in the study. A total of 836 respondents completed the questionnaire. The SP part of the survey consisted of 3 parts. First, respondents were asked about their flood risk perception and knowledge about flood safety in the Netherlands. This was a sort of 'warming up' exercise and was done in order to introduce the respondents to the flood risk topic. During an earlier pilot, most of respondents indicated that they found this part of the questionnaire very helpful in filling out the rest of the survey. In the second part of the questionnaire, we provided respondents with factual flood risk information, specific to the area of residence (the so-called dike-ring). Alongside with numerical information on the average yearly probability of flooding and the probability of flooding in the coming 50 years, as well as the corresponding average probabilities of dying due to flooding (yearly, and in the coming 50 years), we also provided visual aids aimed at better explaining the probabilities. These were later used in the choice experiment, to enable respondents to make well-informed choices. Especially for the case of low probabilities, literature provides repeated evidence for the importance of availability of visual aids (see among others, Hammit and Graham, 1999; Corso et al., 2001; Powe et al., 2005; Vassanadumrongdee and Matsuoka, 2005) . This way, information on the levels of risk was communicated to low-numerate respondents for whom non-numeric representations are more appealing (Keller et al., 2009) . So, the description of risk was accompanied by probability grids and a so-called "risk ladder" displaying a number of average risks of death in the Netherlands. Finally, the actual average probability of dying due to flooding (specific to the place of residence of each respondent) was compared to the average probability of dying due to a strike of a lightning, the lowest on our risk ladder. a probability of flooding was shown in all cards and in all choice experiments for reasons of explicability: fatality risk was always 100 times lower than probability of flooding, which facilitated the understanding of (low) risk levels by the respondents.
After the explanation of risk, respondents were split in two groups and each group was to fill out two consecutive choice experiments. Both groups first completed the baseline choice experiment (CEB); after that, respondents in the reference group (R) have completed the reference experiment (CER) and respondents in the test group (T) have completed the test experiment, CET. In each of the experiments, respondents were offered 5 choice cards. In Table 1 we provide a brief overview of the three choice experiments and their underlying designs.
All choice experiments included 2 alternatives. 'Status quo' or an 'opt-out' alternatives were not necessary in our case as we were aiming at valuing particular attributes of the choices (like risk of fatality, risk of injury or evacuation) to obtain valuation of changes in risk around the current risk level, and not the value of the entire alternative. Also, the valuation we were performing did not have to do with the provision of a new good (which may or may not be acquired), but rather incremental changes in the existing good (flood protection), which is in fact a public good supplied to all residents of the flood-prone areas. Thus, we were able to avoid the reference point bias connected to the presence of a 'status quo' alternative (Chernev, 2004) , and the non-response bias connected to the presence of an 'opt-out' alternative (Kontoleon and Yabe, 2003) .
Because the three choice experiments in our study come from the same survey and draw from the same sample of respondents, they are also directly comparable. While they share a number of common elements, the three experiments do differ in terms of experimental design, notably the framing of the choice situation (as a private or public good), the number of attributes per alternative, and the levels and differences in the levels of the valued attributes (see Table 2 ).
The first choice experiment (CEB) -a common experiment filled out by both groups of respondents -was the baseline experiment with only two attributes 5 , tax and risk of fatality, and with 2 generic alternatives. It was framed as a public good in the context of a choice between two techniques that local Water Boards can use in order to maintain the dikes protecting the area from flooding. These techniques differ in quality (the final level of fatality risk) and price (yearly Water Board tax).
The test choice experiment (CET) was described in terms of purchase of a house.
Respondents were asked to imagine they would have to move houses for some unspecified reason. Two houses were then described with identical characteristics (such as square meters, number of bedrooms, the garden), but differing in location and flood safety. So, respondents could choose between two polders: the one polder has a 'perfect' evacuation plan, so that all its inhabitants can be timely evacuated (provided full public cooperation following evacuation orders) and thus there is a probability of evacuation in anticipation of flooding, but the inhabitants do not run a risk of dying or getting an injury in flooding; the other polder does not have a possibility of evacuation, so that the residents run some small positive risk of dying, or getting an injury, in case a flood takes place. In both polders the residents have to pay a yearly Water Board tax. This choice experiment CET therefore has 2 labelled alternatives, one with a possibility for evacuation and therefore no risk of fatality, and the other one -without a possibility for evacuation but small positive risks of fatal and non-fatal injuries.
The reference experiment (CER), just as CET, also included a choice situation that was framed in terms of the purchase of a house, conditioned on moving houses for some unspecified reason. Similarly to the test experiment, two houses were described having identical characteristics, but located in two polders, which now differ in terms of flood safety level (the level of fatality risk), yearly payment (yearly municipal tax) and travel time to work (on a weekly basis). The latter was included for two reasons. One is that we wanted to have a higher number of attributes in CER than in CEB, just as for CET (although the numbers are not equal: 3 for CER, and 4 for CET). The second is that the estimated value of travel time allows a secondary check on the plausibility of our WTP estimates. a High income measured as respondents with income in 8th-10th deciles of national income distribution. b Self-estimated health condition, measured at 8 to 10 on a scale from 0 to 10.
Because weekly traveling time was valued based on 5-day-a-week commuting frequency, only respondents who are actually commuting full-time were asked to fill out the reference choice experiment. In Table 2 we report some demographic characteristics of each group (possible differences in the WTP between the test and the reference groups will be analysed in Section 5). The reference group includes a bigger proportion of males, respondents with higher income and of younger age. This has directly to do with the selection of full-time commuters for the reference experiment (we shall control for these factors in our analyses; however, in most cases they appear to be insignificant). More importantly, however, both groups have a fairly equal proportion of respondents with high education, which facilitates our cross-group comparisons of the effect of cognition.
Methodology: Pooling data
In this paper we are mostly interested in the exploration of sensitivity of VOSL to the scope of the valued good, which is in our case valuation of fatality risk alone vs a situation where it is valued together with other risks connected to the same calamity, in particular the risk of non-fatal injury and risk of preventive evacuation. This can be investigated by comparing the VOSL from the baseline choice experiment to the VOSL obtained from the choice experiment where multiple correlated risks are valued (here: CEB and CET). We use a standard discrete choice model, that assumes that respondent m's utility of alternative i is defined as:
where Vim is observed and thus can be measured by the researcher via the predefined attributes of each alternative in an experiment, and εim is the unobserved part of respondent m's utility of alternative i, which accounts for respondent m's valuation of all other properties of the alternative not observed by the researcher.
The utility function for the baseline choice experiment, CEB, (shown first) applies to 2 generic alternatives and two attributes -water board tax (xTax) and risk of fatality (xPf), and would look like:
The test experiment, CET, concerns two alternatives. One is labeled as a polder with a 'perfect' evacuation plan, described by a probability of evacuation (xPev) and tax (xTax). The other alternative is a polder without a possibility of preventive evacuation, so that it is characterized by some small positive risk of dying (xPf) or getting an injury (xPinj), and a tax (xTax). The utility functions can be written as:
We include an alternative specific constant (ASC) in alternative 1 to capture nonlinearities, such as discrete preference (either positive or negative) for an option with zero risk of fatality. 
A comparison between two choice experiments can be done by pooling the data and running a nested logit model (that is in essence, the 'nested trick' logit model, see Hensher, Rose and Greene, 2007) . The need for such a model is dictated by possible differences in the scale of utility across the two experiments, which can immediately be tested in a nested logit setting. When running such a nested logit model, it is necessary to estimate one generic parameter, that is common to all included experiments, to identify the scales of utility. It is usual to assume that risk valuation differs across the choice experiments, and therefore we will assign experiment-specific risk parameters to the respective utility functions, and estimate a generic tax parameter for the two experiments. So, combining equations [2]-[3a,b] and fixing the scale parameter of the test experiment to 1, a pooled nested model can be written as:
Following our hypothesis, if the VOSL obtained from an experiment where a single fatality risk is valued (CEB) is significantly higher than in the other experiment with multiple risks included (CET), then it should serve as a first indication of the presence of sensitivity to scope of the valued commodity. At the same time, however, other factors may play a role when outcomes of two choice experiments are compared, such as differences in experimental setting and statistical design. Experimental setting, as used in this paper, refers to such dimensions of the choice experiment as the payment vehicle, type of good valued (private vs public), complexity (number of alternatives and attributes valued). These effects will be discussed in the next section. Statistical design, and in particular the range of attribute levels that is in turn associated with scale effect, is an essential aspect that can cause substantial differences in risk valuation across choice experiments. The scale effect refers to the sensitivity of the measured marginal willingness to pay to the size of differences in values for the valued attributes in the choice sets (see Hammit, 1999) . To avoid misunderstandings, it is important to make a note on the use of the terms 'sensitivity' and 'insensitivity'. Normally, WTP is assumed to increase together with the increase in the valued difference in risk, 6 so WTP should be sensitive to the size of differences in risk. However, the VOSL, which is the ratio between WTP and the change in risk, should be independent of the range of the valued attributes or valued good, and thus be insensitive to the changes in risk or tax attributes. In this paper, we shall rather look at VOSL sensitivity when controlling for scale effects that can be tested for by comparing VOSL's across the choice experiments for the same range of the valued choice attributes, such as the monetary and the risk attributes. Another 'check' is testing for the existence of non-linerarities or 'jumps' in estimated parameters for various ranges of valued attribute differences within a particular choice experiment. This can be done by checking statistical significance of additional interaction terms in the utility function for categories of differences in attribute levels.
Furthermore, results of the analysis of scale sensitivity to the valued attributes and experimental setting for the test group will be compared to a similar analysis performed for the reference group. In the reference choice experiment, CER, in addition to a probability of dying in flooding (xPf) and tax (xTax), another choice attribute was included, not connected to a flood event, namely commuting time to work (xTtime). Analogous to [5a-c], a pooled nested model for the reference group would look like:
For the MNL specification of the utility function for each choice experiment, there exist equivalent mixed logit (MXL) models (this property will be used in Section 6) where the panel structure of the data will be properly accounted for, which is not addressed in a conventional MNL or nested logit framework. To estimate a mixed logit model, some coefficient(s) of choice attribute(s) will be allowed to be random, so that:
where θXi is a vector of parameters (such as mean and variance) of the respective distribution of a random coefficient βXi over the population. The assumed mixing distributions are often normal, uniform, triangular or lognormal. In this manner, individual heterogeneity in taste will be captured, which can be reflected by a confidence interval for a specified estimated coefficient.
Context analysis
We first explore the contextual differences across the three choice experiments. After running the nested logit models for the test and the reference groups (see model 1 in Tables A1 and A3 in the Appendix) we found that resulting risk valuations between the two pairs of experiments indeed differ from each other. In particular, for the test group we have found VOSL of 9.89 mln € for the baseline experiment CEB and 6.84 mln € for the test experiment. While the confidence intervals for these two VOSL's overlap (Table 3) , the confidence intervals for the respective estimated fatality risk coefficients -βPf(B) and βPf(T) -do not. The same is true for the VOSL's obtained in a pooled nested logit for the baseline and reference experiments (respective values of 7.29 mln € and 11.72 mln €). It is important to note here, that VOSL's for the reference and the test groups obtained from the baseline choice experiment (7.29 mln € and 9.89 mln €, respectively) do not differ in statistical terms based on an MNL model, and thus could have been drawn from the same population. This means that both groups of respondents have provided similar fatality risk valuations in the first experiment, which for both groups is different from their respective valuation in the second experiment (be it reference or test group). These differences in the willingness to pay for personal fatal risk reduction may in general be due to a number of factors, such as demographic differences between the two groups of respondents, as well as differences in context between the various experiments. We shall address these issues.
As we mentioned in section 3, respondents in our two groups appear to have different demographic characteristics which may potentially lead to variations in WTP for safety (in our background analyses we have found that such characteristics as income, age and education level do significantly influence VOSL, see Bočkarjova et al., 2009) . So, statistically similar evaluations of VOSL in the baseline experiment by the two groups of respondents testify in favor of relatively high degree of homogeneity between the groups. The modest difference between the two point estimates in the baseline experiment (VOSL=7.29 mln € for the reference group and 9.89 mln € for the test group) could perhaps be clarified by the presence of respondents with an excellent self-estimated health condition, underrepresented in the test group, who tend to have lower fatality risk valuation. This is, however, not the case. A pooled multivariate MNL logit estimation for the baseline experiment (Table A1 , model 1 in the Appendix) does not reveal significant health effects, controlling for other demographic variables such as education, income, age, gender, prior calamity experience and place of residence. A factor which is the most likely candidate to explain the differences valuations between the two groups is rather age: a considerably 'older' test group with more than a half respondents in a senior age (65 and older) appear to have significantly higher risk valuation compared to younger respondents (Table A1 , model 1). At the same time, the positive effect of income on WTP is not prominent for the differences between the two respondent groups: it should drive the VOSL estimate upwards in the baseline experiment for the reference group, while the opposite is observed. Gender effects were not found to be significant in our sample.
Experimental setting
It is important to make the necessary reservation about differences in experimental setting that can be responsible for differences in risk valuation between the experiments across the two groups of respondents. Here, it refers to the way in which choice situations were presented. First is the framing of the choice situation: while the choice situation in the baseline experiment CEB is put as a public good (a choice between two technologies for maintenance of dikes), the situations in CER and CET are put in terms of a private good (the purchase of a house). This difference in context between the baseline experiment CEB vs the reference CER and the test CET, however, is not followed by a clear pattern in mean WTP (see Table 3 ). That is, point estimate of the VOSL is significantly higher for the reference group in CER compared to CEB as their respective confidence intervals do not overlap; but lower for the test group in CET compared to CEB (yet not significantly lower in statistical terms). The pattern is more in line with differences in the payment vehicle: water board tax (CEB and CET) vs municipal tax (CER). The question is, however, whether such significant differences in VOSL between the two pairs of experiments are indeed driven by the differences in the payment vehicle, which in all cases remains a sort of tax.
The next dimension of experimental setting is choice complexity as our experiments differ in the number of valued attributes (see Table 1 ). Complexity is one of the problematic issues in the environmental valuation literature (Wierstra et al., 2001) , where the number of choice attributes in environmental good valuation can be relatively high (4 to 10 attributes would not be unusual). The number of choice attributes in our experiments is thus relatively low -3 to 5 -and so we believe that the difference between the two pairs of experiments should remain marginal: 1 extra attribute for the reference group as they go from CEB and CER, and 2 extra attributes for the test group respondents as they go from CEB to CET. Another issue connected to choice complexity is cognitive burden that is imposed on respondents. It has repeatedly been shown that the valuation of probabilitiesand in particular of low probabilities -requires substantial cognitive effort (Andersson, 2006; Hammit and Graham, 1999) . We shall explore this aspect in more detail further in this paper.
Next, the statistical design behind the experiments may influence individual risk valuations. The following issues may play a role: the scale, or the absolute level of the attributes and the valued differences in the attributes. For the test group, the absolute level of the risk attribute included is about the same in both experiments, CEB and CET, and the presented levels of monetary attribute differ slightly. For the reference group, the risk attribute is up to 5 times higher in CER, compared to CEB (which was necessary to balance utility in the presence of the three choice attributes). Also, the design of CER includes much higher levels of the monetary attribute compared to CEB (see Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix). Literature provides evidence ) that big differences in the attribute levels across experiments may significantly affect elicited values of risk valuation. We shall return to this issue in detail in Section 5.2 where we find that after controlling for scale, the difference in risk valuation between CEB and CET persists. a Calculated using the delta method (Goldberger, 1991, p.110-111) .
To sum it up, it is not likely that framing of good, payment vehicle or complexity cause the difference between the baseline experiment CEB on the one hand, and the experiments CET and CER on the other hand. Scale might play a role, but at the same time, we observe a diverging pattern in VOSL estimates between CEB and CET for the test group, and CEB and CER for the reference group. This makes us suspect that beyond the possible scale effects, also scope effects could be relevant. In the following sections we shall explore in more detail these scale and scope effects.
Scale and scope effects
Because differences exist in the underlying statistical designs of the three choice experiments we shall test for scale sensitivity of VOSL for both the test and the reference groups.
For the test group, the two experiments CEB and CET are pretty similar in terms of the ranges of the valued risk attribute (ΔxPf). However, as mentioned, there is a slight difference in a higher range of the valued tax attribute in the test experiment CET (ΔxTax = 15€ to 70€ per year) compared to the baseline experiment CEB (ΔxTax = 10€ to 40€ per year) -see Figures A1 and A2 in the Appendix.
So, we apply a pooled nested model for the two experiments to test for non-linearities in the valuation of the monetary parameter in the test experiment. Here, in addition to the basic formulation [5a-c] we include a dummy interaction term in the utility function of the test experiment to distinguish between two ranges of the valued differences in the tax attribute in CET: ΔxTax(low) = 10€ to 35€, and ΔxTax(high) = 50€ to 70€. The results of the model (model 1 in Table A2 ) show a statistically significant coefficient for the dummy interaction term βTax(CE T )*D(Δx Tax =(50-70)), which signals a 'jump' in the valuation of the monetary parameter in the test choice experiment. This means that there is a scale effect present: respondents have a decreasing marginal utility of money, and therefore a higher VOSL when higher differences in the monetary attribute are to be valued. Thus, the VOSL is sensitive to the range of the valued differences in the monetary attribute.
Besides, this model reveals one more important finding. We observe that marginal utilities of money differ in the baseline and the test experiments, CEB and CET (the respective coefficients are βTax(CE B ) and βTax(CE T )). Also, the confidence intervals of VOSL's in the baseline and test choice experiments for the same range of valued differences in the tax attribute do not overlap (respective VOSL's are: 9.89 and 3.49 mln € 7 ). Because the range of valued differences in the risk attribute, ΔxPf, is the same in both experiments, this means that we also find support for the scope hypothesis, claiming that individual risk valuation significantly changes as the valued good changes and multiple correlated risks are valued. We thus find evidence in favour of a suggestion that the scope effect is indeed present in the test group, and that the VOSL may be confounded in the baseline experiment compared to the test experiment, where the risk of non-fatal injury and the risk of preventive evacuation are included alongside with the risk of fatality. For the reference group, the baseline and the reference experiments differ in terms of valued ranges of the risk and the monetary attributes (see Table 4 , as well as Table A6 and Figure A2 in the Appendix). So, we have run two pooled nested models, where we have tested VOSL sensitivity to the scale of the risk and the monetary attributes. Results of these models are found in Tables A4 and A5 (model 1 in both cases), again revealing statistically significant dummy interaction terms in both models, testifying for the presence of the scale effect. Furthermore, we have found significantly increasing VOSL for increasing ranges of valued ΔxTax in the reference experiment (Table A4 , model 1), as was true for the test group discussed above. Therefore, the scale effect of the monetary attribute on VOSL dominates even despite the presence of the opposite effect of higher ΔxPf on VOSL in CER. So, differences between risk valuations in choice experiments CEB and CER are determined by strong sensitivity of VOSL to the much higher valued differences in the monetary attribute in the reference experiment compared to the baseline experiment.
So far we have thus identified non-linearities in choice parameter estimation, subject to control for various aspects of experimental setting, both within and across the experiments, which allows us to conclude that statistically different valuations of personal fatality risk reduction are due to the sensitivity of VOSL to scale of choice attributes, confirmed both for the reference group and for the test group. Besides, after controlling for the scale effect in the test group, a scope effect was detected that is also responsible for differences in VOSL between the two experiments. So, our respondents appear to provide higher (confounded) VOSL estimates when fatal risk reductions are valued alone, and somewhat lower VOSL values when also risk of non-fatal injury and risk of evacuation are explicitly valued as well. In the next section we shall explore further the nature of differences in risk valuation between various sub-groups of respondents.
Scope bias: the role of cognition
After having established sensitivity of VOSL to the scale of valued attributes and to the scope of valued commodity, our next question is whether personal characteristics of respondents would clarify these differences in valuation between the experiments. We hypothesize that respondents depending on their cognitive abilities will be to a different extent inclined to provide risk valuations that are sensitive to the choice experimental setting, that we here interpret as the presence of correlated risks. We shall use age and education that represent cognitive ability of respondents. Basically, we shall assume that, on average, cognitive ability decreases with age (Cabeza et al., 2002) and increases with the level of education, so we shall particularly focus on the valuations of respondents with lower education and of elderly age as the sub-groups who might presumably provide different valuations of fatality risk under differing conditions. We note here, that age effect is more complex, and beyond the cognition interpretation may include (a combination of) differences in the preference structure related to a shorter life expectancy; perception of vulnerability; income effect; and prior water calamity experience.
Age effect
In order to identify these effects we have estimated a number of split-sample models. We shall first report the results of split-sample pooled nested models of the type [5a-c] for the test group and [6a,b] for the reference group, for respondents in various age cohorts. 8 We can see that VOSL valuations of the two age sub-groups in the reference group (models 4 and 5 in Table A3 ) seem to be age-dependent within the experiments: young respondents (age 18-34) have a lower VOSL than their older counterparts (age 35 and older) in the baseline experiment (respective VOSLs are 6.07 and 8.06 mln €); and in the reference experiment (respective VOSLs are 10.5 and 12.4 mln €). For the between-experiment valuations, WTP differences are not age-dependent, as both age sub-groups have a higher VOSL in the reference experiment compared to the baseline experiment. The nested models for each sub-group (Tables A4 and A5 , models 4 and 5) confirm the presence of scale effect for both age cohorts. We find that for both age sub-groups, respondents are equally sensitive to the higher valued differences in the risk and the monetary attributes between the baseline and the reference choice experiments, which in turn translates into the differences in their risk valuations between the experiments CEC and CER.
We observe more differences in the test group where differences in the valuation of fatality risk across the two experiments seems to depend on the age of respondents. The results of the pooled nested models of the type [5a-c] are reported in Table A1 for each age subgroup (models 4 to 6), and respective VOSL's are depicted in Figure 2 . We can see that in the baseline experiment, CEB, VOSL is low for the young respondents (6.91 mln €), then increases but remains stable for the middle-aged and the elderly respondents (respective VOSLs are 10.71 and 10.29 mln €). This significantly lower valuation of risk by respondents aged 18-34 vs the other two groups of respondents may be interpreted as an income effect, which has the same pattern in the two experiments in the reference group as discussed above. 9
For the test experiment, CET, however, we observe a different age pattern. Here, VOSL is resembling an almost symmetric inverse U-shape: young respondents of 18-34 with VOSL of 5.18 mln €, and elderly respondents of 65 and older with VOSL of 5.72 mln €, peaking for the group of 35-65 year olds (9.86 mln €). This means, that mean point estimates of WTP for fatality risk reduction drops slightly between CEC and CET for the young and middle-aged respondents (from 6.91 to 5.18 mln €; and from 10.71 to 9.86 mln €, respectively). A remarkable drop in VOSL is however observed for the elderly cohort of respondents: 10.29 mln € in the baseline experiment to 5.72 mln € in the test experiment. This almost two-fold drop in VOSL for the respondents of age 65 and older is not in line with the income effect which we saw in the baseline experiment for the test and the reference groups. This fall in VOSL for the elderly respondents in CET rather points in the direction of scope sensitivity for this group. This becomes confirmed by the results of model 6 in Table A2 , where we see that confidence intervals for the VOSLs in CEC and CET do not overlap for the same valued differences in the risk and the monetary attributes (point estimates are 10.29 and 2.86 mln €, respectively). Besides, this is the only age cohort in the test group for whom scope effect is present. This makes us conclude that respondents of age 65 and older are very sensitive to the scope of risks presented: they systematically provide a substantially higher (confounded) VOSL estimate when fatality risk is valued alone, compared to VOSL that is valued in a context where multiple floodrelated risks are simultaneously presented.
divided into two age sub-groups of 18-34 and 35 and older. In the test group, three age sub-groups will be distinguished, 18-34, 35-64 and 65 and older. 9 The presence of income effect, controlling for other demographic factors, is confirmed, however, only for the reference group: see the significant high income dummy interaction term in the multivariate models for the reference group in Table A1 (models 3 and 5). Estimates based on mixed logit models confirm the patterns described above obtained from the nested logit models. In Table A7 we present the results of mixed logit models run for each choice experiment separately, as well as for each age (and education) sub-groups. Here, the panel structure of the data and heterogeneity in taste are taken into account (random parameter in the baseline and the reference experiments is the risk of fatality; in the test experiment, four parameters are random -the constant of the 'evacuation' alternative, risk of fatality, risk of injury and risk of evacuation' all normally distributed). 10 We find that here, all indicators of immaterial damages -VOSL, VOSI and VOSE -from the test experiment are statistically significant for the whole test group. Average values of the indicators are slightly higher than the MNL point estimates, but the patterns are maintained. We also observe significant heterogeneity in the individual valuations of the fatality risk parameter, as well as the evacuation risk parameter. Looking at the three age groups, we see that for the young and middle-aged respondents, only VOSL and VOSE are statistically different from zero. So these two subgroups do not attach a positive value to the reduction in their personal risk of getting an injury in a flood (even respondents of 35-65 years old with a VOSI of 81,700 €); they would rather pay a positive amount for the reduction of the inconvenience connected to evacuation. Markedly, VOSE for these two age sub-groups is almost a double of sample average. For the elderly respondents of 65 and older, on the opposite, it is the risk of injury that they are most willing to avoid with VOSI of 145,900 €, and not the risk of evacuation that on average even takes a negative sign for this age sub-group (and is statistically insignificant). A plausible explanation for this is perhaps higher perceived vulnerability, so that elderly respondents perceive injuries incurred in a flood event as much more severe than their younger counterparts, who would perhaps count on much lighter physical damages in case of a calamity.
Following our hypothesis on embedding of multiple risks when only fatality risk is valued, we may also try to calculate an 'implicit VOSL', based on the estimates of the test experiment to investigate whether our supposition about confounded VOSL in CEC would be confirmed. According to the design of the test experiment, the presented risk of injury is on average 15 times higher than the risk of fatality; the risk of evacuation is 1500 times higher. This means that by assumption, there are expectedly 15 injured and 1500 evacuated persons per one expected fatal incident. Because we have found the presence of the scope effect for the whole test group, we may assume that VOSL obtained for the test group in the baseline experiment CEB is confounded, and in addition to the risk of fatality, also implicitly includes other immaterial damages. In turn, VOSL measured in the test experiment, CET, should not be confounded as VOSI and VOSE are explicitly measured. An imputed immaterial damage measure 11 would then consist of the values of fatality, injury and evacuation.
Thus, we take these indicators from CET (for the whole test group, VOSL=7.08 mln €, VOSI=92,000 € and VOSE=1,900 €) and compute the 'imputed' VOSL that equals then 11.32 mln €. We see that, as expected, this number is very close to the VOSL estimate from CEB (12.28 mln €). For the elderly respondents of age 65 and older (the sub-group where the scope effect was found), this imputed VOSL would then be 7.31 mln € which does not yet close the gap to the VOSL estimate of 12.96 mln € from the baseline experiment, but is already much closer to that number compared to a 'pure' VOSL of 5.12 mln € from the test experiment.
We summarize that our supposition got confirmed that respondents of age 65 and older have indeed proven to be sensitive to the scope of valued risks, stating a systematically lower VOSL in an experiment where multiple risks related to a flood event were valued, CET, compared to the baseline measurement of VOSL in CEB. Notably, this age effect is mirrored by the schooling effect for the lower educated respondents that we discuss in the next sub-section. This suggests that age in this case captures a portion of cognition effect explaining differences across respondents in risk valuation between multiple choice experiments.
Education effect
We now turn to the effect of education. We have divided respondents into two education sub-groups: with and without college education. We see that VOSL point estimates are much more similar for the respondents with university degree across the two experiments in the reference group (comparing CEB and CER), as well as in the test group (comparing CEB and CET) than for respondents without a college diploma (see results of pooled nested models 2 and 3 in Table A1 and Table A3 ).
Next, we could confirm the presence of a scale effect for both high and low education subgroups in the reference group (i.e. sensitivity of VOSL estimates to various ranges of the risk and the monetary attributes, within as well as across CEB and CER) -see results of pooled nested models 2 and 3 in Tables A4 and A5 . For the test group, however, we could not find a scale effect for respondents either with or without college education, which is perhaps due to diminishing statistical power of test in the divided sample (pooled nested models 2 and 3 in Table A2 ). Notwithstanding that, the scope effect was statistically significant for the respondents with a lower education level, which signals sensitivity of their VOSL estimate to the presence of correlated risks in the test choice experiment. Besides, both education sub-groups do not have significantly different VOSL's in the baseline experiment (VOSL is even higher for lower-educated respondents both in the test and in the reference groups, respective point estimates are 10.62 mln € and 7.74 mln €, vs the VOSL of respondents with university diploma in the two experiments, respectively 8.55 mln € and 6.53 mln €), discarding a potential argument in favour of income effect for the higher-educated respondents. This provides an even stronger evidence of high sensitivity of VOSL for the scope of valued good for the lower educated sub-group of respondents. Furthermore, it is remarkable that respondents with university degree have higher point estimates of the values of statistical injury and evacuation, VOSI and VOSE, compared to the respondents without college education in the test group (see models 2 and 3 in Table  A1 ). Mixed logit model estimates for the choice experiments CEB and CET confirm this result (Table A7) , and even reveal statistically significant average values of VOSE for both high-and low-educated sub-groups. This is different from the three age sub-groups, where VOSL and VOSE were significant for respondents up to the age of 65, and VOSL and VOSIfor respondents older than 65. So, the stability of VOSL between CEB and CET for the respondents with higher educational attainment in the test group (11.33 mln € and 9.88 mln €, respectively) together with higher average estimates of VOSI (157,400 €) and VOSE (3,240 €) provide an even more pronounced contrast to the respondents without a university degree. These respondents, with lower values of VOSI and VOSE (73, 672 € and 1, 434 €, respectively) , as yet show a significant drop in the average value of VOSL in CET (6.18 mln €) compared to CEB (12.67 mln €). The 'implicit' composite valuation of immaterial damages for the lower-educated respondents, as we have introduced it in Section 6.1, would then be 8.33 mln €, which is closer to their CEB estimate, as well as is more in line with the VOSL valuations of their higher-educated counterparts. This shows that respondents without a university degree would rather tend to value 'all immaterial damages' when only fatality risk is presented, and provide 'pure' VOSL when multiple risks related to a calamity are valued simultaneously.
We can summarise that indirect evidence on risk valuations by age and education points at the fact that cognitive capacity of respondents indeed plays an important role in the stability of VOSL valuation. Economic valuation literature provides ample evidence that discrete choice experiments impose a substantial cognitive burden on respondents (Viscusi et al., 1987; Wierstra et al., 2001) . In line with these findings, we confirm that respondents with supposedly higher cognitive abilities (with higher educational attainment and of younger age) appear to be much better capable of providing stable valuations, independent of changing experimental context. 12 So, all respondents in the test and the reference groups, independent of their age or education level resemble similar sensitivity to the scale of valued attributes in the presented choice experiments. However, only respondents of older age (65 and older) and those without a university degree prove to be systematically more sensitive to the scope of valued good, and resemble significantly lower VOSLs when correlated risks are valued simultaneously compared to situations where fatality risk alone is valued.
Conclusions and implications
In this paper we have addressed the issue of risk valuation stability, performing a context analysis of three stated choice experiments among two groups of respondents (the test group and the reference group). These were conducted in the context of flood safety in the Netherlands. In particular, we have concentrated on the subject of sensitivity of VOSL to the scope of valued good, in particular to the valuation of correlated risks.
Comparing the estimates of VOSL between two pairs of choice experiments, we could not detect a pattern that would be dependent on the type of good measured, be it private or public good. Also, no effect was observed for the complexity of the experiment: VOSL did not systematically change with the number of valued attributes. Rather, the main reason for differences in estimated VOSL's between the CE's for the reference group is the sensitivity of VOSL to the scale of the valued choice attributes in various experiments, both for the risk and the monetary attributes. We found a fairly high sensitivity in the valuation of the risk attribute, so that non-linearities in the risk parameter were already present at very low ranges of valued ΔxPf, which did not exceed 0.005% per year. At the same time, statistically significant differences in the valuation of the monetary parameter were not apparent until ΔxTax reached 450€ per year compared to ΔxTax up to 100€ per year.
Our next finding is that for the test group, controlling for scale effects, the hypothesis about the sensitivity to the scope of the valued good was confirmed. We have found what proved to be embedding after comparing two experiments filled out by the same respondents, in one of which fatality risk alone was valued, and in the other it was valued alongside with the risks of injury and evacuation connected to flooding. We can thus conclude that it is the scope effect that is responsible for the lower VOSL in the test choice experiment CET, where multiple risks related to a flood event were valued.
Finally, we conclude that cognition is related to these valuation patterns: all respondents in our sample exhibit (statistically) equal sensitivity of VOSL to the scale of valued attributes, independent of their cognitive abilities (with education and age taken as proxies), but not to the scope of the valued good. Elderly respondents (65 and older), and even more so respondents with lower education level, tend to be more influenced by the presence of multiple correlated risks in choice experiments compared to other respondents. Hence, respondents with an assumedly higher level of cognitive ability systematically prove to have more stable VOSL's across the experiments, and were to a much less extent influenced by the experimental setting in their valuations. Thus, our research confirms earlier findings that completion of choice experiments, even when extended information on the background risks with visual aids is present, requires substantial cognitive effort. In particular, we find that respondents with lower education level as well as elderly respondents seem to be less capable of concentrating on the valuation of a single risk within a specified choice task. Rather, they fail separating risks and value 'all risks' together when correlated risks are present. So, in the case of flooding, multiple risks can be expected to be related to the same event, such as risk of evacuation, risk of injury and risk of fatality. When only fatal risk is valued in such circumstances, we inferred that respondents with lower cognitive ability implicitly value also other risks as well.
This research has important implications for conducting choice experiments. First of all, we establish that fatality risk valuation for the same respondents and conducted under same circumstances may differ across choice experiments. One of the reasons is the sensitivity of VOSL to the scale of valued attributes. Even for very low valued changes in risk, we find non-linearities in the VOSL estimates for various sub-groups in our sample, which suggests that choice experiments should be designed to focus on sizes of risk changes that are of actual interest.
Another theme concerns VOSL sensitivity to the scope of valued good in relation to the presence of correlated risks. In particular, we assumed that this has to do with cognitive abilities of respondents to be able to analytically separate risks and value only those risks presented in a particular choice situation. We thus find that sub-groups of lower-educated and elderly respondents have delivered confounded estimates of VOSL when only fatality risk was valued, and probably less biased estimates when other correlated risks were explicitly valued as well.
Furthermore, this result has an important implication for the use of valuation results for policy purposes. We propose that choice situations are carefully designed, and all relevant risks are included in a choice task when correlated risks are suspected to be present. In this way, the risk of confounded estimates of VOSL can be reduced. Simultaneous valuation of risks related to the same event is also crucial for policy purposes due to possible differences in the composition of total benefits. In Bočkarjova et al. (2011) we show that relative weights of various components in the composite valuation of immaterial damages due to flood can differ substantially across various regions. So, in the areas where preventive massive evacuations are not possible, and therefore higher injury and death tolls might be expected (such as coastal areas in the Netherlands), VOSL would make up the biggest part of immaterial damages, a share ranging between 50% and 80%. However, in areas where flood can be predicted well in advance (like the riverside) and residents can be timely evacuated with low death and injury tolls, the value of evacuation will dominate the composite immaterial damage valuation, and the share of the value of fatalities may vary between 10% and 50%. This implies that more precise valuation of correlated risks is necessary for an accurate application of estimated values in economic assessments to support policy and action.
Bellavance, F., Dionne, G., Lebeau, M., 2009 Figure A2 . Schematic representation of statistical designs of the baseline experiment (left) and the reference experiment (right): ranges of valued differences in the risk parameter (upper charts) and the monetary parameter (lower charts).
